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Over the course of American history, patriots

Without an outcry from the public, no action was

have given their lives to protect our right to vote.

taken. That is, until certain citizens brave

And since 2004, Bev Harris and the other

enough to face the chilling realities started to

patriotic Americans at Black Box Voting have

make the case for reform, in very public ways.

dedicated their lives to protecting the integrity of

And taking the lead from the very beginning was

our voting process—nothing is more important

Black Box Voting.

to them, or vital to our democratic republic, than
having the votes of our citizens recorded and

The goal of Black Box Voting is as

recorded accurately.

straightforward as it is vital to our democracy: to
ensure fair and accurate elections. And the

For too long, too many of us were lulled into a

means by which they achieve this goal, which

sense of complacency, taking for granted that

has already saved countless votes from being lost

once we cast our votes they would necessarily be

or cast incorrectly, is by convincing the very

credited to the positions or candidates of our

citizenry whose skepticism has held back reform

choice; we likewise assumed that virtually every

to acknowledge the problem and to take action

voter who wanted to vote could vote, that no

to solve it.

unnecessary impediments would block their
exercise of this most basic right. Unfortunately,

Through their investigations, publications,

conditions were not always so ideal in the real

education programs, and communications in

world.

local to national media (including the radio show
I produced), Black Box Voting has successfully

And ironically—insidiously—given the depths to

promoted citizen oversight— the most powerful

which such disruptions, accidental or

force in a democracy—to help ensure fair and

intentional, could shake our faith in our

accurate elections—the most crucial

democratic institutions, all-too-many citizens

underpinning of democracy.

were unwilling to accept the fact that any
problems even existed, despite the mounting

Black Box Voting has, thus, earned the title of

evidence of critical failures and vulnerabilities.

"America's Election Watchdog Group." It
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deserves the support of every American who
cares about our priceless legacy of democracy.
—Douglas Drenkow, former producer of Barry
Gordon From Left Field
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